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Freehold Borough School District 

District Mission 

We will inspire the creativity and imagination of all students and empower them as knowledgeable, skillful, and 

confident learners who flourish and contribute willingly in a changing world. 

Core Beliefs 

We believe that: 

 All people have inherent worth. 

 Life-long learning is basic to the survival and advancement of society. 

 The primary influence on the individual's development is the family in all its forms. 

 Valuing diversity is essential to individual growth and the advancement of society. 

 All individuals have strengths and human potential has no known limits. 

 Democracy thrives when individuals accept responsibility for their choices. 

 Being trustworthy builds trust. 

 Creativity and imagination are essential for society to flourish. 

 A safe environment is essential for the well-being of the individual and for society to flourish 
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Freehold Borough School District 

Philosophy 

The philosophy for our curriculum is developed with a democratic system of beliefs and values.  Believing that 

our students deserve the best education, our curriculum is aligned to the most current New Jersey Core 

Curriculum Content Standards and current statewide assessments.  Our scope and sequence is vertically and 

horizontally aligned.  The progression of objectives embraces decades of rigorous research, conducted both 

independently and at the university level, and acknowledges that children develop differently and that learning 

experiences and strategies for performance are differentiated.  Our borough is a diverse community, rich in 

tradition and spirit.  Knowledge is a fusion balancing authentic experience and content, which language arts 

literacy skills are integrated with other content areas.  Our curriculum contains common expectations that are 

rigorous and student centered, and teachers, who are most proximal to the children, will use this document as an 

instrument to ensure student success. 

To ensure that our children are successful and receive the best education, this curriculum document, our staff 

will continuously collaborate on this living document.  We will develop purposeful and effective formative and 

summative assessments which measure growth of our curriculum and inform our instruction.  Finally, we will 

continuously seek to grow professionally through professional development, which is aligned to statewide 

regulations, but specifically geared to benefit our curriculum, school, and children. 

General Curriculum & Instruction Objectives 

 Teachers will employ lessons that are aligned to our curriculum and framed utilizing current research-

based methods and techniques that focus on student achievement 

 Our lessons will be structured according to statewide and district standards and our teachers will have 

flexibility to ensure that lessons meet the needs of all learners 

 Units and lessons will be differentiated  

 Curriculum is be student focused on success and balances developmental theory and psychometric 

standards 

 Democratically developed benchmarks and assessments will be utilized to gauge student and curricular 

growth.  Assessment will be multidimensional and developed according to student need. 
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Course Description 

 

The goals of Freehold  Borough’s social studies curriculum are to provide a balance of the knowledge 

components of Who We Are, Communities, Our Earth, Work, The United States of America and Family; to 

provide opportunities for the development of critical thinking, reflective learning, and information gathering; 

and, to develop informed, reflective, and responsible citizens in a democratic society. The lessons, skills and 

features of these units provide many opportunities to make connections between social studies, writing, 

mathematics, science, art, music and reading. 

Social Studies  

 

The digital age has transformed social studies education, allowing 21st-century learners to transcend the limits 

of time and place and experience historic events virtually. By expanding their learning networks through online 

collaboration with experts and other students from around the world, New Jersey social studies students develop 

an increased depth of understanding of our global society. At the same time, their understanding of the 

fundamental principles and values of American democracy and citizenship provides the conceptual framework 

that allows them to make informed decisions about local, national, and international issues and challenges.  

 

Mission: Social studies education provides learners with the knowledge, skills, and perspectives needed to 

become active, informed citizens and contributing members of local, state, national, and global communities in 

the digital age.  

 

Vision:  An education in social studies fosters a population that:  

 Is civic minded, globally aware, and socially responsible.  

 Exemplifies fundamental values of American citizenship through active participation in local and 

global communities.  

 Makes informed decisions about local, state, national, and global events based on inquiry and 

analysis.  

 Considers multiple perspectives, values diversity, and promotes cultural understanding.  

 Recognizes the implications of an interconnected global economy.  

 Appreciates the global dynamics between people, places, and resources.  

 Utilizes emerging technologies to communicate and collaborate on career and personal matters with 

citizens of other world regions.  

Intent and Spirit of the Social Studies Standards 

 

In grades K-4, students learn fundamental concepts about government, citizenship, geography, economics, and 

history. The focus of instruction is on developing an understanding of core democratic values, the rights and 

responsibilities of American citizens, and how key people and events contributed to the development of the 

American heritage. Exploration of cultural universals enables students to realize how  the availability of 

resources, the changing environment, and innovation impact everyday life. 
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New Jersey Curriculum Standards 

 

Primary Standards: Social Studies (NJ CCCS) 

6.1 U.S. History: America in the World: All students will acquire the knowledge and skills to think 

analytically about how past and present interactions of people, cultures, and the environment shape the 

American heritage. Such knowledge and skills enable students to make informed decisions that reflect 

fundamental rights and core democratic values as productive citizens in local, national, and global 

communities. 

6.3 Active Citizenship in the 21st Century:  All students will acquire the skills needed to be active, informed 

citizens who value diversity and promote cultural understanding by working collaboratively to address the 

challenges that are inherent in living in an interconnected world. 

Other Standards (if applicable): English Language Arts (CCSS) 

Reading  

RL.K.1. With prompting and support, identify the main topic and retell key details of a text. 

RL.K.2. With prompting and support, retell familiar stories, including key details. 

RL.K.3. With prompting and support, identify characters, settings, and major events in a story. 

RL.K.4. Ask and answer questions about unknown words in a text. 

RL.K.5. Recognize common types of texts (e.g., storybooks, poems) 

RL.K.6. With prompting and support, name the author and illustrator of a story and define the role of each 

in telling the story. 

RL.K.7. With prompting and support, describe the relationship between illustrations and the story in which 

they appear (e.g., what moment in a story an illustration depicts). 

RL.K.9. With prompting and support, compare and contrast the adventures and experiences of characters in 

familiar stories. 

RI.K.1. With prompting and support, ask and answer questions about key details in a text. 

RI.K.2. With prompting and support, identify the main topic and retell key details of a text. 

RI.K.3. With prompting and support, describe the connection between two individuals, events, ideas, or 

pieces of information in a text. 

RI.K.5. Identify the front cover, back cover, and title page of a book. 

RI.K.8. With prompting and support, identify the reasons an author give to support points in a text. 

RI.K.9. With prompting and support, identify basic similarities in and differences between two texts on the 

same topic (e.g., in illustrations, descriptions, or procedures). 
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RI.K.10. Actively engage in group reading activities with purpose and understanding. 

Writing  

W.K.1. Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose opinion pieces in which they tell a 

reader the topic or the name of the book they are writing about and state an opinion or preference about the 

topic or book (e.g., My favorite book is..). 

W.K.2. Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to compose informative/explanatory texts in 

which they name what they are writing about and supply some information about the topic. 

W.K.3: Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate a single event or several loosely 

linked events, tell about the events in the order in which they occurred, and provide a reaction to what 

happened. 

Speaking and Listening 

SL.K.1. Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse partners about kindergarten topics and texts 

with peers and adults in small and larger groups.  

     a. Follow agreed-upon rules for discussions (e.g., listening to others and taking turns speaking about the 

topics and texts under discussion).                

     b. Continue a conversation through multiple exchanges. 

SL.K.2. Confirm understanding of a text read aloud or information presented orally or through other media 

by asking and answering questions about key details and requesting clarification if something is not 

understood. 

SL.K.3. Ask and answer questions in order to seek help get information or clarify something that is not 

understood. 

SL.K.5 Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions as desired to provide additional detail. 

SL.K.6. Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and ideas clearly. 

Language 

L.K.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or 

speaking. 

     a. Print many upper- and lowercase letters. 

L.K.2. Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and 

spelling when writing.  

Other Standards (if applicable): Mathematics (CCSS) 
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Textbooks / Materials 

Textbook 

Title: Here We Go Social Studies (K) 

Publisher: Scott Foresman 

ISBN #: 0-328-23952-6 

Other Resources 

 Every Student Learns Guide 

 www.sfsocialstudies.com 

 Anno’s Counting Book, by Mitsumasa Anno (Harper Trophy, ISBN 0-064-43123-1) 

 Time to Sleep, by Denise Fleming (Henry Holt, ISBN 0-805-03762-4) 

 The Great Kapok Tree, by Lynne Cherry (Voyager Picture Book, ISBN 0-152-02614-2) 

 The Big Tree, by Bruce Huscock (Boyds Mills Press, ISBN 1-563-97810-5) 

 1 Child, by Christopher Cheng, Steven Woolman (Interlink ISBN 1-566-56330-5, 1999) 

 The Lorax, by Dr. Seuss (Random House, ISBN 0-394-82337-0, 1971) 

 Serendipity, by Stephen Cosgrove (Price Stern Sloan, ISBN 0-843-13819-X, 1995) 

 Pocahontas, by Leslie Gourse (Aladdin Paperbacks, ISBN 0-689-80808-9,1996) 

 True Story of Pocahontas, by Lucille Recht Penner, ISBN 0-679-86166-1, 1994) 

 DK Readers: The Story of Pocahontas, by Caryn Jenner (ISBN 0-789-46636-8, 2000) 

 Where Do You Think You’re Going, Christopher Columbus?  By Jean Fritz (Paper Star, ISBN 0-698-

11580-5, 1997)  

 Christopher Columbus by Stephen Krensky (Random House ISBN 0-679-80369-6, 1991) 

 DK Readers: The Story of Christopher Columbus  by Anita Ganeri (DK Publishing, ISBN 0-789-47878-

1, 2001) 

 The Pilgrim’s First Thanksgiving by Ann McGovern (Scholastic, ISBN 0-590-46188-5, 1993) 

 George Washington: A Picture Book Biography by James Cross Giblin (Scholastic Trade, ISBN 0-590-

48101-0, 1998) 

 Honest Abe by Edith Kunhardt (Mulberry Books, ISBN 0-688-15838-2-1998) 

 My Dream of Martin Luther King by Faith Ringgold (Dragonfly, ISBN 0-517-88577-8, 1998) 

 Betsy Ross by Alexandra Wallner (Holiday House, ISBN 0-823-41355-1, 1998) 

 Talkin’ About Bessie: The Story of Aviator Elizabeth Coleman by Nikki Grimes (Orchard 

Books/Scholastic Inc., ISBN 0-439-35243-6, 2002) 

 Families by Ann Morris (HarperCollins Juvenile Books, ISBN 0-688-17198-2, 2000) 

 All Kinds of Families by Norma Simon (Albert Whiteman & Co., ISBN 0-807-50282-0, 1987) 

 A Little House Birthday by Laura Ingalls Wilder (Harper/Trophy, ISBN 0-06443-494-X, 1998) 

 Tortillas and Lullabies by Lynn Reiser, Corazones Valientes (Illustrator) (Greenwillow, ISBN 0-688-

14629-5, 1998) 

 

 

 

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Benchmark Assessments 

Assessment #1  

Source (i.e. teacher made, free online resource, purchased resource) –  

Title – Paper Doll 

Content Covered – Family Units 

Approximate Dates – End of Unit 1(approximately two weeks) 

 

Assessment #2 

Source (i.e. teacher made, free online resource, purchased resource) –  

Title – Make Worker Vehicles-describe people and places in the community 

Content Covered – Communities 

Approximate Dates – End of Unit 2 (approximately two weeks) 

 

Assessment #3 

Source (i.e. teacher made, free online resource, purchased resource) –  

Title – Make a Class Quilt 

Content Covered – Work 

Approximate Dates – End of Unit 3 (approximately two weeks) 

 

Assessment #4 

Source (i.e. teacher made, free online resource, purchased resource) –  

Title – Plan a Picnic 

Content Covered – Earth 

Approximate Dates – End of Unit 4 (approximately two weeks) 

 

Assessment #5 

Source (i.e. teacher made, free online resource, purchased resource) –  

Title – Make a United States Flag 

Content Covered – United States of America 

Approximate Dates – End of Unit 5 (approximately two weeks) 
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Assessment #6 

Source (i.e. teacher made, free online resource, purchased resource) –  

Title – Make a Stick-Puppet Family 

Content Covered – Family 

Approximate Dates – End of Unit 6 (approximately two weeks) 

 

 

 

 

Pacing Guide 

 

Unit 1 Who We Are 

Unit 2 Communities 

Unit 3 Work 

Unit 4 Earth  

Unit 5 United States of America 

Unit 6 Family  
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Content Guide 

Unit 1-Who We Are 

Learning Goal #1 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 1(deconstructed standards) 

2 Days Families-Children will identify a family unit and members of the family  

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math-Construct graphs in order to answer questions about families  

LAL-phonemic awareness-listen for sounds around home and school 

Shared writing activity-Our school family/school favorites 

Science-Building Homes activity  

Art-Class Mural 

Music-Write other song versions activity 

Literature-Families everywhere  

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4)  Students will create a family tree (Art), participate in class discussion, identify 

similarities and differences between families 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display pictures of families, discussion about family members, introduce 

vocabulary, Read aloud poem  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every Student Learns Guide pg 6, Workbook pg 2, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com  

Common Mishaps (M42) About family-children may thing family names only people who live together. 

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 1 test (assessment book pg 1-4) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 1 Project utilizing score guide (paper doll)  

Students will explore who they are by taking a closer look at the places where they spend most of their time, 

home and school. They will identify important people in their family and school environment.   

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children identify family members in 

one or more of the pictures 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children sort the pictures to show 

large and small families. teacher ESL Support TE pg 20, Leveled Practice TE 

p. 22 

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Provide stick notes with vocabulary 

words and have students place notes on appropriate pictures.  

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 2(deconstructed standards) 

2 Days Homes-children will learn that a home is a place to live and to feel safe and 

secure.   

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math-  

LAL- Oral Language Activities (Hunt for Pictures, Frame a Scene, Good 

Citizenship, Favorite People) 

Science-Building Homes activity  

Art-identify similarities and differences between city/country.  Magazine cut-

out activity 

Music-songs and music CD Come March With Me 

Literature- Read a story “The Little House” and discuss the difference between 

city and country life 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Students will describe homes and identify the homes and sort them by their 

building materials.   

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Describe simple differences and similarities between ways people live in the 

city and the country  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 7, Workbook pg 3, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 1 test (assessment book pg 1-4) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 1 Project utilizing score guide (paper doll)  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children identify family members in 

one or more of the pictures 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children sort the pictures to show 

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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large and small families. teacher ESL Support TE pg 28, Leveled Practice TE 

p. 30 

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Provide stick notes with vocabulary 

words and have students place notes on appropriate pictures.  

 

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 3(deconstructed standards) 

2 Days Getting Along-Children will learn that family members get a long by sharing, 

helping being responsible and caring for each other.    

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Count out place settings-help students count number of people in family. 

LAL- Oral Language Activities (Hunt for Pictures, Frame a Scene, Good 

Citizenship, Favorite People) 

Writing-tell about activities at home and how they help at home. Have children 

write or dictate a job.  

Art-draw pictures that show how they act responsible, share, help or care at 

home.  

Music-songs and music CD Come March With Me 

Literature- share rules for getting along. List responses on chart paper. Guide 

children by asking questions. 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4)  Students will describe how families cooperate and work together and describe 

aspects of the home environment and ones role in that environment.    

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Give examples on how families cooperate and work together.  Display Big 

Book and read question.  Have children take turns holding up pictures and 

telling what the people are doing to show they know.   

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 8, Workbook pg 4, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com  

Common Mishaps (M42) Point out to children that one way to show respect is to allow someone personal 

space or privacy.  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 1 test (assessment book pg 1-4) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 1 Project utilizing score guide (paper doll)  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children identify family members in 

one or more of the pictures 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children sort the pictures to show 

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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large and small families. ESL support p 28, Leveled Practice TE p. 30 

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Provide stick notes with vocabulary 

words and have students place notes on appropriate pictures.  

 

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 4(deconstructed standards) 

2 Days Children will explore maps to learn that they are drawings of real places.  

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- choose shapes to represent classroom objects and form groups to find 

shapes around the room. 

LAL- Oral Language Activities (Hunt for Pictures, Frame a Scene, Good 

Citizenship, Favorite People) 

Science-Building Homes activity  

Art-construct simples maps using objects and construction paper 

Music-songs and music CD Come March With Me 

Literature- Brainstorm with children a list of location words. Label their 

drawings to create a Book of Opposites.  

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4)  Students will put self-stick notes numbered 1, 2, and 3 on the three objects.  

Have them look down at the objects and draw the shapes they see.  Have 

children number the drawn shapes 1, 2 and 3. Point to matching.    

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Use words such as left, right, near, far, up down, here, there, above, below, 

behind and in front that are related to location, direction and distance. Have 

students construct simple maps.   

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 9, Workbook pg 5, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 1 test (assessment book pg 1-4) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 1 Project utilizing score guide (paper doll)  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children identify family members in 

one or more of the pictures 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children sort the pictures to show 

large and small families. teacher ESL Support TE pg 32, Leveled Practice TE 

p. 34 

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Provide stick notes with vocabulary 

words and have students place notes on appropriate pictures.  

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 5(deconstructed standards) 

2 Days School Rules-Children will identify the need for rules in their school 

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math-  

LAL- demonstrate appropriate behavior in different environments. Review 

picture scenes and write/draw 

Science-Building Homes activity  

Art-identify illustrate a classroom rules and present to the class for discusson 

Music-songs and music CD Come March With Me 

Literature-  

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4)  Students will identify and follow school rules to ensure order and safety.  

Recognize the need for fair rules and laws.   

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Review rules already set in classroom. Discuss how these rules keep order in 

classroom. Display big book 1, lesson 5, and read aloud question.   

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 10, Workbook pg 6, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 1 test (assessment book pg 1-4) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 1 Project utilizing score guide (paper doll)  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children identify family members in 

one or more of the pictures 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children sort the pictures to show 

large and small families. teacher ESL Support TE pg 36, Leveled Practice TE 

p. 38 

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Provide stick notes with vocabulary 

words and have students place notes on appropriate pictures.  

 

 

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 6(deconstructed standards) 

2 Days Solving Problems-Children will use problem-solving strategies to identify ways 

to work cooperatively   

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- economics-solve problems regarding scarcity in the classroom (ex, not 

enough snacks) 

LAL- participate in classroom routines and chores and create a job chart 

Science-  

Art- 

Music-songs and music CD Come March With Me 

Literature- “Franklin is Bossy” discuss characters behavior and how to handle 

problems. 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4)  Students will identify examples of situations involving responsibility in the 

classroom. Analyze problems and suggest solutions.   

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display lesson 6 and discuss ways to solve problems via discussion. Ask 

children to suggest two or three possible solutions. Identify advantage and 

disadvantage of each.   

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 11, Workbook pg 7, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 1 test (assessment book pg 1-4) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 1 Project utilizing score guide (paper doll)  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children identify family members in 

one or more of the pictures 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children sort the pictures to show 

large and small families. teacher ESL Support TE pg 42,  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Provide stick notes with vocabulary 

words and have students place notes on appropriate pictures.  

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 7(deconstructed standards) 

2 Days School Helpers-children will identify school personnel and describe their roles 

and responsibilities.   

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math-  

LAL- writing-draw and dictate sentences depicting helpers 

Science-Building Homes activity  

Art-draw a picture of a school helper. Encourage children to label drawing.  

Music-songs and music CD Come March With Me 

Literature- Read a story “The Little House” and discuss the difference between 

city and country life 

 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4)  Students will learn the meaning of school helpers and explore the kinds of jobs 

performed by adults in their school   

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Discuss qualities of leaders.  Display big book 1 lesson 7. Have children 

identify school helpers.   

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 12, Workbook pg 8, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 1 test (assessment book pg 1-4) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 1 Project utilizing score guide (paper doll)  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children identify family members in 

one or more of the pictures 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children sort the pictures to show 

large and small families. teacher ESL Support TE pg 46,  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Provide stick notes with vocabulary 

words and have students place notes on appropriate pictures.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Learning Goal #2 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 1 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Neighborhoods-children will learn the meaning of neighborhood and explore 

the things found in a neighborhood 

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- How Many? Pg. 63, Sorting it Out p. 64, Count Map Symbols, p. 76, 

The Shape of Signs, p. 80  

LAL- Reading Skills p. 64-65, 71, 78, 90, Rhyming Round Robin-p. 65, Letter 

and Word Card Match p. 65, Directionality, 65, Follow the Arrows p. 77 

Science-Then and Now p. 91, Where do Animals live? P. 92, Celebrate Earth 

Day p. 96  

Art-Bulletin Board, p 61, Our Homes p. 69, Model Neighborhood p. 72, 

Changing Views, p. 73, Map the Neighborhood p. 76, Stop Light, p. 80, Be a 

safety star p. 84, Make yourself Heard, p. 96 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Communities/write other songs 

“The Teacher in the School”, Describe the Neighborhood p. 75, Play a Game 

pg. 79, Musical Chairs p. 84, Interview p. 84, Plan a Community Visit p 88, 

Old MacDonald p 92 

Literature- What Can Maps Show? P 76, Read a story, p. 88, Share a Classic, p. 

90, Celebrate, pg. 94    

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Children will learn the meaning of neighborhood and explore the different 

things that are found in the neighborhood 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display big book 2, lesson 1. Read aloud the question and sentence. Have 

children examine the picture. Have children describe their neighborhoods 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 18, Workbook pg 11, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Children will explore communities by taking a closer look at some of the people and places found there.  

They will learn about different community helpers and how they meet the needs of the people who live in 

the community.  They will learn about the different settings (city, country, suburbs). 
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Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 2 test (assessment book pg 5-8) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 2 Project utilizing score guide (make worker vehicles) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, ask children to tell what kinds of 

buildings are found in their neighborhood. Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children identify a building in the 

neighborhood and describe buildings. teacher ESL Support TE pg 70, Leveled 

practice 72 

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Provide stick notes with vocabulary 

words and have students place notes on appropriate pictures. 

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 2 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Maps-children will learn what is shown on a map 

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- How Many? Pg. 63, Sorting it Out p. 64, Count Map Symbols, p. 76, 

The Shape of Signs, p. 80  

LAL- Reading Skills p. 64-65, 71, 78, 90, Rhyming Round Robin-p. 65, Letter 

and Word Card Match p. 65, Directionality, 65, Follow the Arrows p. 77 

Science-Then and Now p. 91, Where do Animals live? P. 92, Celebrate Earth 

Day p. 96  

Art-Bulletin Board, p 61, Our Homes p. 69, Model Neighborhood p. 72, 

Changing Views, p. 73, Map the Neighborhood p. 76, Stop Light, p. 80, Be a 

safety star p. 84, Make yourself Heard, p. 96 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Communities/write other songs 

“The Teacher in the School”, Describe the Neighborhood p. 75, Play a Game 

pg. 79, Musical Chairs p. 84, Interview p. 84, Plan a Community Visit p 88, 

Old MacDonald p 92 

Literature- What Can Maps Show? P 76, Read a story, p. 88, Share a Classic, p. 

90, Celebrate, pg. 94    

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Children will learn what is shown on a neighborhood map 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display big book 2, lesson 2. Read aloud the question and sentence. Have 

children compare the map and model neighborhood.  Identify maps as different 

representations of earth.  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 19, Workbook pg 12, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 
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Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 2 test (assessment book pg 5-8) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 2 Project utilizing score guide (make worker vehicles) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children follow simple directions to 

“drive” around the neighborhood. Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children identify a building in the 

neighborhood and describe buildings. teacher ESL Support TE pg 74, Leveled 

practice 76 

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children work individually to plot a 

route through the map. Exchange routes. Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 3 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Signs-children will learn about signs around school and in the community 

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- How Many? Pg. 63, Sorting it Out p. 64, Count Map Symbols, p. 76, 

The Shape of Signs, p. 80  

LAL- Reading Skills p. 64-65, 71, 78, 90, Rhyming Round Robin-p. 65, Letter 

and Word Card Match p. 65, Directionality, 65, Follow the Arrows p. 77 

Science-Then and Now p. 91, Where do Animals live? P. 92, Celebrate Earth 

Day p. 96  

Art-Bulletin Board, p 61, Our Homes p. 69, Model Neighborhood p. 72, 

Changing Views, p. 73, Map the Neighborhood p. 76, Stop Light, p. 80, Be a 

safety star p. 84, Make yourself Heard, p. 96 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Communities/write other songs 

“The Teacher in the School”, Describe the Neighborhood p. 75, Play a Game 

pg. 79, Musical Chairs p. 84, Interview p. 84, Plan a Community Visit p 88, 

Old MacDonald p 92 

Literature- What Can Maps Show? P 76, Read a story, p. 88, Share a Classic, p. 

90, Celebrate, pg. 94    

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Children will learn about signs around the community and school 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display big book 2, lesson 3. Read aloud the question and sentence. Have 

children identify signs. Review each set of pictures and identify signs  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 20, Workbook pg 13, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 
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Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 2 test (assessment book pg 5-8) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 2 Project utilizing score guide (make worker vehicles) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children follow simple directions to 

“drive” around the neighborhood. Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children identify a building in the 

neighborhood and describe buildings. teacher ESL Support TE pg 80,  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children work individually to plot a 

route through the map. Exchange routes. Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 4 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Rules-Children will learn that rules help keep order and keep them safe at 

home, at school and in the community  

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- How Many? Pg. 63, Sorting it Out p. 64, Count Map Symbols, p. 76, 

The Shape of Signs, p. 80  

LAL- Reading Skills p. 64-65, 71, 78, 90, Rhyming Round Robin-p. 65, Letter 

and Word Card Match p. 65, Directionality, 65, Follow the Arrows p. 77 

Science-Then and Now p. 91, Where do Animals live? P. 92, Celebrate Earth 

Day p. 96  

Art-Bulletin Board, p 61, Our Homes p. 69, Model Neighborhood p. 72, 

Changing Views, p. 73, Map the Neighborhood p. 76, Stop Light, p. 80, Be a 

safety star p. 84, Make yourself Heard, p. 96 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Communities/write other songs 

“The Teacher in the School”, Describe the Neighborhood p. 75, Play a Game 

pg. 79, Musical Chairs p. 84, Interview p. 84, Plan a Community Visit p 88, 

Old MacDonald p 92 

Literature- What Can Maps Show? P 76, Read a story, p. 88, Share a Classic, p. 

90, Celebrate, pg. 94    

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Rules-Children will learn that rules help keep order and keep them safe at 

home, at school and in the community 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display big book 2, lesson 4. Read aloud the question and sentence. Have 

children identify setting and describe the different scenes in the picture.  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 21, Workbook pg 14, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 
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Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 2 test (assessment book pg 5-8) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 2 Project utilizing score guide (make worker vehicles) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children share the rules for the 

lunchroom, classroom playground and bus. reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have find characters in the picture, point 

to the character and repeat the sentence. teacher ESL Support TE pg 82, leveled 

practice 84 

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have groups compare and contrast the 

rules they cited for different settings. Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 5 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Community helpers-children will learn about community helpers and the 

services they provide to a community.  

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- How Many? Pg. 63, Sorting it Out p. 64, Count Map Symbols, p. 76, 

The Shape of Signs, p. 80  

LAL- Reading Skills p. 64-65, 71, 78, 90, Rhyming Round Robin-p. 65, Letter 

and Word Card Match p. 65, Directionality, 65, Follow the Arrows p. 77 

Science-Then and Now p. 91, Where do Animals live? P. 92, Celebrate Earth 

Day p. 96  

Art-Bulletin Board, p 61, Our Homes p. 69, Model Neighborhood p. 72, 

Changing Views, p. 73, Map the Neighborhood p. 76, Stop Light, p. 80, Be a 

safety star p. 84, Make yourself Heard, p. 96 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Communities/write other songs 

“The Teacher in the School”, Describe the Neighborhood p. 75, Play a Game 

pg. 79, Musical Chairs p. 84, Interview p. 84, Plan a Community Visit p 88, 

Old MacDonald p 92 

Literature- What Can Maps Show? P 76, Read a story, p. 88, Share a Classic, p. 

90, Celebrate, pg. 94    

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Community helpers-children will learn about community helpers and the 

services they provide to a community. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display big book 2, lesson 5. Read aloud the question and sentence. Call on 

volunteers to name and describe the community helpers shown in the pictures.  

Name jobs that people in the community have, prompt by asking questions. 

Print & Other Resources Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 22, Workbook pg 15, trade 
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(M45) books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 2 test (assessment book pg 5-8) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 2 Project utilizing score guide (make worker vehicles) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children share their pictures. Ask 

how children would help in the community. Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, point to a community helper, help 

children name the helpers. teacher ESL Support TE pg 86, leveled practice 88 

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children learn more about their 

chosen community. They can look through books or talk to community 

workers. Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 6 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Communities-children will explore three types of communities-city, suburbs 

and country  

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- How Many? Pg. 63, Sorting it Out p. 64, Count Map Symbols, p. 76, 

The Shape of Signs, p. 80  

LAL- Reading Skills p. 64-65, 71, 78, 90, Rhyming Round Robin-p. 65, Letter 

and Word Card Match p. 65, Directionality, 65, Follow the Arrows p. 77 

Science-Then and Now p. 91, Where do Animals live? P. 92, Celebrate Earth 

Day p. 96  

Art-Bulletin Board, p 61, Our Homes p. 69, Model Neighborhood p. 72, 

Changing Views, p. 73, Map the Neighborhood p. 76, Stop Light, p. 80, Be a 

safety star p. 84, Make yourself Heard, p. 96 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Communities/write other songs 

“The Teacher in the School”, Describe the Neighborhood p. 75, Play a Game 

pg. 79, Musical Chairs p. 84, Interview p. 84, Plan a Community Visit p 88, 

Old MacDonald p 92 

Literature- What Can Maps Show? P 76, Read a story, p. 88, Share a Classic, p. 

90, Celebrate, pg. 94    

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Communities-children will explore three types of communities-city, suburbs 

and country 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display big book 2, lesson 6. Read aloud the question and sentence. Help 

children identify the community. Describe similarities and differences between 
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city, suburbs and country.  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 23, Workbook pg 16, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 2 test (assessment book pg 5-8) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 2 Project utilizing score guide (make worker vehicles) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, invite children to look at the photographs 

and community models and identify. Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 92, Every 

Student Learns p. 23 

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children identify each community 

and compare and contrast. Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target 7 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Celebrations-children will explore the ways in which different communities 

celebrate special days and events.  

Scaffolding Connections Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- How Many? Pg. 63, Sorting it Out p. 64, Count Map Symbols, p. 76, 

The Shape of Signs, p. 80  

LAL- Reading Skills p. 64-65, 71, 78, 90, Rhyming Round Robin-p. 65, Letter 

and Word Card Match p. 65, Directionality, 65, Follow the Arrows p. 77 

Science-Then and Now p. 91, Where do Animals live? P. 92, Celebrate Earth 

Day p. 96  

Art-Bulletin Board, p 61, Our Homes p. 69, Model Neighborhood p. 72, 

Changing Views, p. 73, Map the Neighborhood p. 76, Stop Light, p. 80, Be a 

safety star p. 84, Make yourself Heard, p. 96 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Communities/write other songs 

“The Teacher in the School”, Describe the Neighborhood p. 75, Play a Game 

pg. 79, Musical Chairs p. 84, Interview p. 84, Plan a Community Visit p 88, 

Old MacDonald p 92 

Literature- What Can Maps Show? P 76, Read a story, p. 88, Share a Classic, p. 

90, Celebrate, pg. 94    

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Celebrations-children will explore the ways in which different communities 

celebrate special days and events. 
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Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display big book 2, lesson 7. Read aloud the question and sentence. Discuss 

pictures of celebrations and identify and compare similarities and differences.  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 24, Workbook pg 17, trade 

books, leveled readers 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 2 test (assessment book pg 5-8) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 2 Project utilizing score guide (make worker vehicles) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children describe what is happening 

in the pictures and dictate one sentence. Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 94, leveled 

practice 92. Have children name the holidays they drew and help them identify.  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children compare and contrast 

celebrations in their own communities. Enrich 
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Learning Goal #3 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

  

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 1 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Work-children will explore their jobs at home and at school and realize their main job 

at school is to learn. 

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 

Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  

Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 

Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 

Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115    

Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Work-children will explore their jobs at home and at school and realize their main job 

at school is to learn. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 1. Read aloud the question and sentence. Have children 

identify and name jobs Mercedes has at home and school.  

Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 30, Workbook pg 20, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology 

Resources (M46) 

Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Children will explore the world of work.  They will learn about different kinds of work people do and why 

they might choose to do this work.  They learn that people work to make money and have choices about 

how they spend their money (food, clothing, and shelter) as well as for things they may want.  
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Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

 

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg 9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children point to and name each job they 

drew. Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 120, leveled 

practice 122. Have children point to each picture and tell about the job. Have them 

repeat if necessary  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children write or dictate captions for their 

pictures. Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 2 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Jobs-Children will learn about some of the jobs they might someday have.  

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 

Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  

Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 

Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 

Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115    

Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Jobs-Children will learn about some of the jobs they might someday have. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 2. Read aloud the question and sentence. Have children 

name jobs depicted.   

Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 31, Workbook pg 21, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 
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Resources (M46) 

Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

 

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg 9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children name the jobs shown in the 

pictures.  Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 124, leveled 

practice 126. Have children point to and name each workers and call out job names  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children sort them into categories and 

create a bulletin board. Enrich 

 

 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 3 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Jobs Then and Now-Children will learn about ways in which some jobs have changed 

over time.  

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 

Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  

Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 

Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 

Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115 

    

Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Jobs Then and Now-Children will learn about ways in which some jobs have changed 

over time. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 3. Read aloud the question and sentence. Have children 

read then and now labels. Describe something that happened in the past.    
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Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 32, Workbook pg 22, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology 

Resources (M46) 

Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

 

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg 9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children name the jobs shown in the 

pictures.  Ask them to compare.  Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 130, student guide 

32.  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children compare then and now pictures.   

Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 4 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Earning Money-Children will learn that people earn money by working.   

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 

Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  

Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 

Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 

Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115  

Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Earning Money-Children will learn that people earn money by working.   

Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 4. Read aloud the question and sentence. Help children 

name the jobs they see and that more than one worker can work in one place. Explain 
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that people work to buy things they need or want.     

Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 33, Workbook pg 23, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology 

Resources (M46) 

Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

 

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg  9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, ask children to tell which workers earn money 

by helping people and which make gods for people to buy.  Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 132, leveled 

practice 134. Point to and name each worker and have them repeat. 

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children create scenarios in which one 

worker spends the money he or she earns on another worker’s goods or services.   

Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 5 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Using Money-children will learn that people spend money by trading it for goods. 

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 

Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  

Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 

Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 

Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115    

Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Using Money-children will learn that people spend money by trading it for goods. 
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Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 5. Read aloud the question and sentence. Identify the 

scence as a market and explain this is an outdoor market. Have them identify the 

items for sale.     

Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 34, Workbook pg 24, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology 

Resources (M46) 

Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

 

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg  9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, ask children to identify an item they would like 

to buy at the market.  Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 136, leveled 

practice 138. Point to each item and name it. Repeat.  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children take on the roles of a buyer and 

seller.   Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 6 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Making choices-children will learn that people make choices as to how they spend 

their money. 

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 

Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  

Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 

Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 

Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115 
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Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Making choices-children will learn that people make choices as to how they spend 

their money. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 6. Read aloud the question and sentence. Tell children that 

people spend money on things they need and want. Identify the difference between 

the two.      

Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 35, Workbook pg 25, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology 

Resources (M46) 

Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

 

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg  9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have each child suppose they have enough 

money to purchase one item. Have them choose one item on now and save for later. 

Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 140, leveled 

practice 142. Point to each item and name it. Repeat.  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children sort the items into toys and 

games they’ve played and not played, critiquing the items.   Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 7 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Needs and Wants-children will learn the meanings of needs and wants and contrast 

needs and wants.  

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 

Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  

Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 

Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 
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Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115    

Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Needs and Wants-children will learn the meanings of needs and wants and contrast 

needs and wants. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 7. Read aloud the question and sentence. Identify 

difference between needs and wants. Recognize people use money to purchase.       

Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 36, Workbook pg 26, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology 

Resources (M46) 

Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

Children often say “have to have” something when they are referring to want and not 

a need.  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg  9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children sort the pictures in categories that 

show wants and needs Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 146, Point to each 

item and name it. Repeat.  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Organize children into pairs. Sort needs into 

food, clothing and shelter. Compare and contrast.   Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 8 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Needs/Food-children will further explore the basic need of food.   

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 

Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  

Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 

Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 
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Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115 

    

Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Needs/Food-children will further explore the basic need of food.   

Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 8. Read aloud the question and sentence. Identify the food 

shown. Take turns naming the meal. Identify difference between basic needs and 

wants of the family.       

Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 37, Workbook pg 27, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology 

Resources (M46) 

Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

Children often say “have to have” something when they are referring to want and not 

a need.  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg  9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children choose one meal and tell why he 

or she would choose it. Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 150, Point to each 

item and name it. Repeat.  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children choose two meals to compare and 

contrast   Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 9 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Needs/Clothing-children will further explore the basic need of clothing.   

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 

Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  

Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 
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Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 

Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115   

Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Needs/Clothing-children will further explore the basic need of clothing.   

Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 9. Read aloud the question and sentence. Call on children 

to name the clothing choices for the dolls. Identify the basic needs and wants of the 

family.        

Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 38, Workbook pg 28, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology 

Resources (M46) 

Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

Children often say “have to have” something when they are referring to want and not 

a need.  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg  9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children choose one meal and tell why he 

or she would choose it. Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 154, Point to each 

item and name it. Repeat.  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children choose two meals to compare and 

contrast   Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 10 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days Needs/Shelter-children will further explore the basic need of shelter.   

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 

Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  
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Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 

Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 

Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115 

    

Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Needs/Shelter-children will further explore the basic need of shelter.   

Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 10. Read aloud the question and sentence. Call on children 

to name the shelters shown. Identify the basic needs and wants of the family.        

Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 39, Workbook pg 29, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology 

Resources (M46) 

Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

Children often say “have to have” something when they are referring to want and not 

a need.  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg  9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children describe the pictured homes. Then 

have them tell how the pictured homes are alike and different. Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 158, Point to each 

item and name it. Repeat.  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children name the building materials used 

in buiding homes by rivers and stilts.   Enrich 

 

Sequence (M43) & 

Type 

Lesson Target 11 (deconstructed standards) 

2 days From here to there-Children will examine the steps in a process to see how some 

goods are made.    

Scaffolding 

Connections 

Posters, songs, poems, vocabulary, pictures clues to aide comprehension 

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Math- Create a job chart p 122, We all change time lines p 130, money values 134, 

Money Values, p 134, Favorites p 146, Plan a Menu p 150 

LAL- Helping Out p 122, Jobs at Home p 130, Earning Money p 133, All Kinds of 

Houses p 157, Read a Story p 161 
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Science-Living Things Have Needs p 146, Food Pyramid p 148, What’s in a 

Uniform? P 154  

Art-Home Sweet Home p 119, Become Artists, p126, Stores Galore, p 138, Penny 

Banks p 142, Sports and Games p 146, Paper Dolls, p 154, More Goods, p 160 

Music-songs and music CD Our Big Book of Work/Sing About Jobs p 121, 

Housekeeping Please! P 122, Jobs People Have, p 126, Mary had a Little Lamb p 130, 

Interview Workers p 134, Shopping Spree, p 138, Whatever the Weather p 152 

Literature- Reading Skill, Compare and Contrast p 114-115, 120, 132, 152, 156, 

Letters and Words p 115,Clapping Words, p 115, Identify Beginning Sounds, p 115  

Student Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

From here to there-Children will examine the steps in a process to see how some 

goods are made.    

Teacher Tasks (DQ 

2-4) 

Display big book 3, lesson 11. Tell ct these pictures show some of the steps taken to 

make bread.  Identify and order events that take place in a sequence.       

Print & Other 

Resources (M45) 

Vocabulary poster, Every student Learns Guide pg 40, Workbook pg 30, trade books, 

leveled readers 

Technology 

Resources (M46) 

Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps 

(M42) 

Children often say “have to have” something when they are referring to want and not 

a need.  

Assessment: Baseline Informal/ongoing teacher observations (Teacher Edition Questions) 

Assessment: 
Formative 

Unit Review/Unit 3 test (assessment book pg  9-12) 

Assessment: 
Benchmark 

Unit 3 Project utilizing score guide (make a class quilt) 

Adaptations: SWD’s 

(M48) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, have children describe the steps for making 

each good. Encourage them to use sequence words.  Reteach 

Adaptations: ELL’s 

(M47) 

Leveled readers, illustrations/posters, teacher ESL Support TE pg 160, Leveled 

practice 162. Point to each item and name it. Repeat.  

Adaptations: G&T Leveled readers, illustrations/posters. Have children use the pictures as a model for 

creating resource to goods picture sequences.   Enrich 
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Unit 4 

Content Guide 

Learning Goal #1 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

  

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Students can make weather wheels to record the weather (art).    

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Organize the class into three groups. Have children in the first group draw and 

cut out pictures of the sun. Have those in the second group draw and cut out 

raindrops. Have those in the third group draw and cut out snowflakes. Attach 

strings to the pictures and suspend them from the ceiling. Have volunteers 

name things they like to do on sunny, rainy, or snowy days.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Ask students to name the kinds of weather they have observed this year. Say 

the following words as you list them on chart paper: rain, wind, snow, clouds, 

and sun. Draw a picture next to each word. Have students draw on index cards 

pictures to represent rain, wind, snow, clouds, and sun. Have a discussion about 

different activities we can engage in with each type of weather.  How does our 

clothing change?  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Assessment: Benchmark Use unit project end of each unit 

Students will give examples of seasonal weather changes that occur throughout the year.  
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Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Ask children to name and describe the different types of weather shown in the 

pictures.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have children sort the pictures by weather type. Have them describe activities 

for different types of weather.  

Adaptations: G&T Divide a bulletin board into four sections and label it: rainy, snowy, windy, and 

sunny. Have volunteers attach the pictures to the appropriate section of the 

bulletin board.  
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Learning Goal #2 (M1) 

 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will describe how seasonal changes affect people and the 

environment.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Share stories about seasonal changes with students (literature).  

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Have students cut from red, orange, yellow, or brown construction paper a 

different colored leaf. Sketch a bare tree on a bulletin board. Have children take 

turns attaching their leaves to the trees. When the tree is full, ask students to 

name the time of year when the leaves of a tree turn different colors. (autumn, 

fall) 

Have students compare a child throughout the 4 seasons. How does the weather 

change? How does their clothing change as a result? 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Ask students to describe the weather at different times of the year. Questions to 

ask might be: What is the weather like in September and October, at the 

beginning of the year? What will the weather be like in the middle of the year? 

What will the weather be like when we are almost finishing up the school year? 

Tell students that different times of the year have different names. Write and 

say these words on chart paper: spring, summer, fall, winter.  

 

Demonstrate how the Earth revolves around the sun using a paper circle and 

yellow balloon.  

Teacher asks the following questions: What kind of weather do many places 

have in the spring? Why do you think it is important to have a lot of rain in the 

spring? What do you and your family do in the summer? What is the weather 

like in the fall? What is another name for fall? How does our clothing change 

throughout the seasons? 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Anno’s Counting Book, by Mitsumasa Anno (Harper Trophy, ISBN 0-064-

43123-1) 

Time to Sleep, by Denise Fleming (Henry Holt, ISBN 0-805-03762-4) 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Students will learn that there are four seasons in the year and that the weather varies from season to season.  
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Assessment: Benchmark  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have students name the correct season as you take turns pointing to each of the 

pictures. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Ask students to describe what the weather is like in each of the four seasons. 

Then ask students how they think the changing of each season affects their 

daily lives.  

Adaptations: G&T Ask students to name the season in which their birthday falls. They have 

students name special days or holidays that they celebrate in each of the four 

seasons.  
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Learning Goal #3 (M1) 

 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will describe common characteristics of forests.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Use a feature analysis chart to compare and contrast animals (science). 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Each student will draw a picture of a tree. Students will share their tree pictures 

with the class. Ask students to share where their tree is and if any animals use 

their tree as a home. Ask students to cut out their trees and attach them to a 

bulletin board to create a class forest (a place that as lots of trees). 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Have a volunteer stand with his or her arms outstretched. Tell the class that the 

student is a tree. Then have the entire class stand up and stretch their arms out 

to be trees. Explain to the class that each one individually is a tree, but when 

they are all standing together, they are a forest.  

Display pictures of many forests and woodlands. Ask students to describe the 

pictures.  

Teacher will ask the following questions: What do you think it would be like to 

walk in the forest? What are some animals that live in a forest? Why do you 

think these animals live in the forest? What things do we get from a forest that 

help us get the things we need? 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

The Great Kapok Tree, by Lynne Cherry (Voyager Picture Book, ISBN 0-152-

02614-2) 

The Big Tree, by Bruce Huscock (Boyds Mills Press, ISBN 1-563-97810-5) 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Assessment: Benchmark  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have students take turns naming and describing the animals that appear in the 

lesson. Have students name any other forest animals they know about. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Ask volunteers to describe the forest scene. Have them name some of the ways 

in which the forest animals use the trees and plants that grow there.  

Adaptations: G&T Ask students why it’s important to protect our forests. Then have volunteers 

identify things in the natural environment that are important.  

Students will explore forests to learn about some of the different animals and plants that are found there.  
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Learning Goal #4 (M1) 

 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will learn about some of the animals and plants that live on the plains.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Have students sit on the rug and pretend that they are on a nice grassy area. 

Ask students to share some of the things that they might do in such a place. 

Invite students to act out some of their activities, such as having a picnic or 

rolling down a hill. Ask students to share what the grass looks like and feels 

like.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Sketch a plain with gently rolling hills in the background. Tell students that 

your picture shows a plain and hills. Ask a volunteer to come up and point out 

the hills. Label the hills on your picture. Label the plains. Explain that plains 

are sometimes covered with tall grasses. Encourage children to come up and 

help you finish your picture by adding tall grasses to your drawing.  

Teacher will ask the following questions: What kinds of plants grow on plains? 

What are some animals that live on plains? Where do you think the animals of 

the plains make their homes? How do you think people might use the plains? 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Assessment: Benchmark  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Students will take turns pointing to each of the animals pictured. Have them 

name each animal as you point to it. Ask how the plains are a good home for 

these animals. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have children describe the animals. Help them with words such as fur, antenna, 

insect, and wings.   

Adaptations: G&T Ask students to describe the animals of the plains, describing the animals’ 

appearance, size, habits, and movement.  

 

Students will explore plains to learn about some of the different animals and plants that are found there.  
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Learning Goal #5 (M1) 

 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will explore mountains and learn about some of the animals that live 

on the mountains.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Have students compose their own sentences that tell about the mountain 

pictures. (writing)  

Students can organize animals by size. (math) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Draw a picture of a mountain and identify it for students. Ask children to share 

what they know about mountains.  They can talk about personal experiences or 

discuss information they have learned from reading books. Have students add 

their ideas to the mountain by drawing their own pictures.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Sketch a picture of hills and mountains. Label the hills and mountains. Display 

several pictures of mountains. Have students identify the peaks and/or valleys 

in each picture. Have students compare/contrast mountains to forests and 

plains. 

Teacher asks the following questions:  What animals might you find on the 

mountains? What types of plants are on mountains? What things might 

mountains have that people need? Why do you think many mountains have 

snow on their peaks? 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Assessment: Benchmark  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Ask children to describe mountains and name the animals that live there.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have children pick one animal from each place. Have them tell something 

about that animal. 

Adaptations: G&T Ask children why they think it’s important to protect our mountains.  

 

  

Students will explore mountains to learn about some of the different animals and plants that are found there.  
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Learning Goal #6 (M1) 

 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will explore oceans and learn about the plants and animals that live in 

oceans.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Have students write about ocean animals. (writing) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Students will draw a picture of a fish or another animal that lives underwater. 

Have students place their underwater animals in an empty box labeled 

“aquarium”. Then pull out each picture and have the illustrator explain what 

they know about that fish or animal.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display a map of the US. Point to the east and west coasts and ask students if 

they know what the blue stands for (water). Ask students if they know what 

these large bodies of water are called (oceans). Point out the Atlantic Ocean 

and the Pacific Ocean. 

Explain to students that there are two types of water: fresh and salt water. 

Explain that rivers, lakes, streams, rain, and the water we drink is fresh water. 

Ask if students know what kind of water is found in the ocean (salt water).  

Teacher asks the following questions: What plants and animals can we find in 

an ocean? What things does an ocean have that are useful to people? How can 

people protect the ocean? 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Assessment: Benchmark  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have children identify the ocean animals and plants pictured as you point to 

them.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have students describe the animals on the page. Help them with words such as 

fins, claws, shell, and coral.  

Students will explore oceans to learn about some of the different animals and plants that are found there.  
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Adaptations: G&T Have children describe the ocean plants and animals. Have them explain why 

ocean animals are a valuable resource.  
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Learning Goal #7 (M1) 

 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will learn how landforms and other features are shown on a map.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Have students help you create a map of the classroom. Draw the shape of your 

classroom and have students help you add the details to the map.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display the map from A Simple map, TE page 209. Identify the drawing as a 

map and remind students that a map is a drawing from above that shows the 

position of things. Identify the major parts of a map: title, map key, scale. 

Ask the following questions: How are roads shown on a map? Why do you 

think maps are usually smaller than the places shown? Why do you think 

someone might use a roadmap? What do the symbols on the map represent? 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Assessment: Benchmark  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Point out the features that appear on the photograph. Have students indicate the 

features on the map.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have students identify and match features in the photograph and on the map. 

Have them tell how the map key helps them tell what the different symbols 

mean.  

Adaptations: G&T Have students compare and contrast the photograph and the map. What 

information can they get from the photograph that they cannot get from the 

map and vice versa? 

 

Students will explore maps to learn how landforms and other features are shown on a simple map.  
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Learning Goal #8 (M1) 

 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display a map of the United States and tell students that this is the country in 

which they live. Call on volunteers to name and find on the map the state in 

which they live. Invite students to share other states they have visited with 

families and have them locate them on the map as well.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Draw three concentric circles on chart paper. In the center circle, write the 

name of the town they live in. Explain to them what their town is part of an 

even larger place, called a state. Help students name their state. Write their 

state in the middle circle. Continue to explain that their state is part of an even 

larger place, called a country. Write the United States in the outer circle. Ask 

students why they think our country is called the United States? 

Ask the following questions using a US map: What does this map tell us about 

the United States? Does the map show how big the United States really is? 

Why are the Great Lakes shown in blue? Who can name our state? Who can 

find our state on the map?  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Assessment: Benchmark  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have students identify their state and point to it on the map. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Help children identify the country on the map and then find and name their 

state.  

Adaptations: G&T Have children identify the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans and the countries that 

border te US. 

 

Students will explore a United States map and use the map to locate their state.  
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Learning Goal #9 (M1) 

 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Have students create a compass rose. (science) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Have students go home and ask their parents what country or countries their 

families originally came from. Ask parents to respond in writing and to share 

their responses with their children.  Have children share the country names 

with the class.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Draw three concentric circles on chart paper. In the center circle, write the 

name of the town they live in. Explain to them what their town is part of an 

even larger place, called a state. Help students name their state. Write their 

state in the middle circle. Continue to explain that their state is part of an even 

larger place, called a country. Tell children that the United States is part of an 

even larger place. Say the word continent as you draw a fourth and larger circle 

around the others. Name North America as the continent where the United 

States is located.  

Ask the following questions associated with a world map: Do you think the 

world looks big? Why or why not? How is water shown on the map? Is the 

world mostly water or land? What landforms and other features do you see on 

the map? Can you find the United States on this map?  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Assessment: Benchmark  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have students identify land and water on both maps. Ask children to use the 

map from the lesson as a guide to coloring in the areas of land and water. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have students identify land and water on both maps. Ask children to use the 

map from the lesson as a guide to coloring in the areas of land and water.  

Students will explore a world map to learn what the world looks like from above and that there are many 

countries.  
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Adaptations: G&T After children color their maps, have them find and label the United States. 

Have them label the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans.  
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Learning Goal #10 (M1) 

 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Create a tally chart to track whether the globe has more land masses or water. 

(math) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Have students choose a classroom object and draw a picture of it. Display the 

pictures and have students compare and contrast them. Lead children to see that 

each object has a shape but that the pictures of the objects are flat. Compare 

this to the world: maps are flat, but the world is not. The world has a shape- it 

is round.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Tell children that just as their town, state, and country have a name, our world 

has a name too. Draw a circle on the board. Have children repeat the name 

Earth after you.  

Ask the following questions: How does a globe show water? How does a globe 

show land? How are a globe and world map alike? How are a globe and world 

map different? 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Assessment: Benchmark  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have students point out areas of land and water on the world map and on the 

globe.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have students point out areas of land and water on the world map and on the 

globe. 

Adaptations: G&T Have students compare and contrast the world map and the globe. Challenge 

them to match landmasses on the world map and on the globe.  

 

Children will explore the globe as a model of Earth which is round and has bodies of land and water.  
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Learning Goal #11 (M1) 

 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Read aloud environmental stories. (literature) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Place on a table several newspapers, magazines, and clean plastic bottles and 

aluminum cans. Call on volunteers to tell how they would sort the items and 

why. Then have children sort the items, placing them into bags or cardboard 

boxes. Ask students if they have ever sorted these items before and why. Lead 

children to see that many families, schools, and businesses recycle, or collect 

items to that they can be used again. Invite students to share ways in which 

their families recycle.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display pictures of forests and rivers. Ask students to tell why forests and 

rivers are important to people. Lead them to see that trees are used for homes, 

furniture, and all kinds of paper products. Rivers are important because people 

need water to survive. Tell children that trees and rivers are examples of 

resources- things in nature that people use to meet their needs. Ask children 

why they think it is important to conserve, or save, our resources.  

Ask the following questions: How does recycling paper at school help the 

Earth? How does using something again-and again- like grocery bags- help the 

Earth? Why do people turn off the water when they brush their teeth? What 

would happen if we began to run out of water? 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

1 Child, by Christopher Cheng, Steven Woolman (Interlink ISBN 1-566-

56330-5, 1999) 

The Lorax, by Dr. Seuss (Random House, ISBN 0-394-82337-0, 1971) 

Serendipity, by Stephen Cosgrove (Price Stern Sloan, ISBN 0-843-13819-X, 

1995) 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline  

Assessment: Formative  

Assessment: Benchmark  

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Take turns pointing to each picture. Ask volunteers to tell how the children are 

Students will learn about some of Earth’s resources and ways in which people can help conserve resources.  
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helping the Earth. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have students list resources that help meet our needs.  

Adaptations: G&T Invite students to name other ways people can help keep our world clean.  
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Content Guide 

Unit 5 

Learning Goal #1 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will recognize the United States flag, the Pledge of Allegiance, and 

that the President is the leader of the United States.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Use curriculum connections math connections and shared writing activities for 

each lesson   

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display a school t-shirt or the school mascot. Explain to students that the t-

shirt’s colors are representative of our school’s colors. Explain that our school 

mascot is an eagle. An eagle stands for freedom. Invite students to name other 

symbols that identify groups (T-ball, soccer teams, etc…) 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Have students name their state. Ask volunteers to name the state capital. 

Display a picture of the state capitol building and flag. Explain that leaders 

meet in the capitol building. The capitol and the flag are important state 

symbols. Display a picture of Washington, D.C., on a map. Identify it as the 

home of the US President. Help students name the president. Display a picture 

of the Statue of Liberty. Tell students that this statue is a symbol of freedom for 

all Americans. It is located in New York.  

Ask the following questions: What colors are on the US flag? What do you 

think happens in the Capitol building in Washington, D.C.? What does the 

Liberty Bell stand for? What is the name given to the leader of the United 

States? Who does the Washington monument honor? Why is the eagle a good 

symbol for the United States? What does the Statue of Liberty stand for? 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Students will learn about some symbols (flag, Statue of Liberty, and presidents) that are important to the 

United States.   

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 5 test (assessment book pg 17-20) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 5 Project utilizing score guide (American Flag) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Name the symbols pictured. Have students take turns pointing to the symbols 

as you name them.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Name the symbols with the students. Have students practice saying the words: 

symbol, flag, pledge of allegiance, president, freedom.  

Adaptations: G&T Have children name each symbol. Ask them to name places where they have 

seen these symbols.  
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Learning Goal #2 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will recognize that history describes events and people of other times 

and places by identifying examples of past events in legends, stories and 

historical accounts.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Conduct a Pocahontas read aloud. (literature) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Ask students to recall three things that they need to live (food, clothing, 

shelter). Tell students that long ago, people lived off of the land. They had to 

use the natural resources. Display pictures of forests, mountains, and plains. 

Have students form groups to talk about the things the first Americans might 

have used in each place to survive. Have students draw pictures to share their 

ideas.   

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Tell students that there are many different Native American groups. Ask if they 

can name any Native American groups or people. Explain that Pocahontas was 

a native American who lived long ago. She was one of the Native Americans 

who helped the settlers who came to the Americas. Tell students that the art 

used to decorate the items on the map helps us learn about the culture of Native 

Americans.  

Ask the following questions using pictures of native American artifacts: What 

can we learn about native Americans by looking at these things? Why do you 

think some Native American groups made clay pots while others made woven 

baskets? How is the way Native Americans met their needs different from the 

way people meet their needs today? 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Pocahontas, by Leslie Gourse (Aladdin Paperbacks, ISBN 0-689-80808-

9,1996) 

True Story of Pocahontas, by Lucille Recht Penner, ISBN 0-679-86166-1, 

1994) 

Students will learn that the first people to live in the Americas were the Native Americans. They will learn 

that the Native Americans depended on natural resources to meet their needs.  
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DK Readers: The Story of Pocahontas, by Caryn Jenner (ISBN 0-789-46636-8, 

2000) 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 5 test (assessment book pg 17-20) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 5 Project utilizing score guide (American Flag) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Ask students to name the first Americans and the items different Native 

American groups used. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Name the items with students. Ask them to describe something about each 

item.  

Adaptations: G&T Have children compare and contrast the items used by Native Americans with 

items that Americans use today.  

 

  

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Learning Goal #3 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will recognize that history describes events and people of other times 

and places by identifying examples of past events in legends, stories and 

historical accounts. 

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Conduct read aloud of a biography about Christopher Columbus. (literature) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display a world map. Point out North America on the map. Remind children 

that the first people to live in North America were the Native Americans. Then 

point to Europe on the map. Tell children that the next group of people to come 

to the Americas came from across the ocean. Display pictures of Viking ships, 

Spanish galleons, and modern cruise liners. Have children identify the kinds of 

ships explorers from long ago probably used.   

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Tell students that one holiday we have in the United States is Columbus Day. 

Tell children that Christopher Columbus was one of the first explorers to visit 

the Americas. He sailed across the ocean from Spain. Point out Spain on the 

world map. Have a volunteer trace a route across the ocean to show how 

Christopher Columbus traveled to the Americas. 

Tell students that when Christopher Columbus sailed across the ocean, he 

hoped to discover a shorter way to the Indies (a place to buy silk, spices and 

other riches). Instead, he sailed to a land that the Europeans didn’t know about. 

He sailed with three ships-The Nina, the Pinta and the Santa Maria. Have 

students repeat the names of the ships with you.  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Where Do You Think You’re Going, Christopher Columbus?  By Jean Fritz 

(Paper Star, ISBN 0-698-11580-5, 1997) ALA Notable Book 

Christopher Columbus by Stephen Krensky (Random House ISBN 0-679-

80369-6, 1991) 

DK Readers: The Story of Christopher Columbus  by Anita Ganeri (DK 

Publishing, ISBN 0-789-47878-1, 2001) 

Students will learn about explorers who journeyed to the Americans.  
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Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 5 test (assessment book pg 17-20) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 5 Project utilizing score guide (American Flag) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have students trace the route European explorers sailed to reach the Americas 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have students sequence the events and tell how European explorers sailed to 

the Americans and then back to Europe.  

Adaptations: G&T Have children tell what they think it would be like to sail across the ocean to an 

unknown place in a small sailing ship. 
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Learning Goal #4 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will listen to, view, and discuss stories, poems and other media about 

people and events prior to 1880 honored in commemorative holidays.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Dramatize the Thanksgiving feast. (drama) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Ask children to think of things that they are thankful for. Answers may include 

new siblings, their family, their friends, their homes, or a favorite book. Have 

each child draw a picture of one of these things. Display the pictures in class. 

Invite volunteers to explain why they are thankful for the person, place or thing 

they drew.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display a picture of the First Thanksgiving. Tell children that it shows what the 

artist thinks the first Thanksgiving was like. Have children describe what they 

see. Identify the Native Americans as the Wampanoag people. The other 

people are Pilgrims. They sailed from England and settled in America in a 

place called Plymouth, Massachusetts. 

Share the Thanksgiving story with children. After, discuss how the 

Wampanoag helped the Pilgrims. Talk about the Thanksgiving feast to 

celebrate the harvest. Ask children to name other things the Pilgrims might 

have been thankful for. Explain that Americans still celebrate Thanksgiving 

each November 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

The Pilgrim’s First Thanksgiving by Ann McGovern (Scholastic, ISBN 0-590-

46188-5, 1993) 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Students will learn about some of the ways in which Thanksgiving has changed over time.  
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Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 5 test (assessment book pg 17-20) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 5 Project utilizing score guide (American Flag) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have children name the people and foods they see in the two Thanksgiving 

pictures.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Ask volunteers to tell how the first Thanksgiving is like Thanksgivings of 

today.  

Adaptations: G&T Have children describe how the two Thanksgivings are alike and different. 

Then ask children why they think people in the United States still celebrate 

Thanksgiving.  
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Learning Goal #5 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will be able to identify celebrations and holidays as a way of 

remembering and honoring events and persons in the past. 

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Share simple biographies of people American’s honor. (literature) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Recall with children some of the community celebrations they have learned 

about. Children might mention the Fourth of July, Columbus Day or Cinco de 

Mayo. Have children draw pictures to show their favorite community holidays. 

Invite children to share their pictures and tell what people, places or events the 

holidays help us to remember. Collect the pictures and save them for use later 

in the lesson.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display pictures of the Fourth of July celebrations. Use drawing from 

magazines and books as well. Ask if children know why we celebrate the 

Fourth of July. Explain that the Fourth of July is our country’s birthday, the day 

our country became independent, or free from England’s rule. On July 4, 1776, 

the Declaration of Independence was signed. Being independent was so 

important to our country that the Fourth of July is also called Independence 

Day. 

Display pictures of George Washington, Abraham Lincoln, Betsy Ross and 

Martin Luther King, Jr. Have children share what they know about these 

people.   

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

George Washington: A Picture Book Biography by James Cross Giblin 

(Scholastic Trade, ISBN 0-590-48101-0, 1998) 

Honest Abe by Edith Kunhardt (Mulberry Books, ISBN 0-688-15838-2-1998) 

My Dream of Martin Luther King by Faith Ringgold (Dragonfly, ISBN 0-517-

88577-8, 1998) 

Betsy Ross by Alexandra Wallner (Holiday House, ISBN 0-823-41355-1, 1998) 

Students will learn about some of the holidays and people (Abraham Lincoln, George Washington, and 

Betsy Ross) that Americans celebrate and honor.  
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Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 5 test (assessment book pg 17-20) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 5 Project utilizing score guide (American Flag) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have children tell about the holiday picture they drew. Ask them to tell what 

person or event is remembered on this day. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have children share how people celebrate the holidays they drew. Have 

children tell in their own words why Americans celebrate this day.  

Adaptations: G&T Have children form groups according to the holiday they drew. Ask them to tell 

why Americans celebrate this day and compare and contrast how different 

people celebrate.  

 

  

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Learning Goal #6 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Through historical stories, students will be able to compare people, objects, and 

events of today and long ago.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Sing The Wheels on the Bus. (music) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Brainstorm with children a list of ways in which people travel. As children 

respond, list their suggestions on chart paper. Draw a rebus picture beside each 

item. Then read through the list with the children. Invite them to share their 

experiences with various modes of transportation. Save the chart for use later in 

the lesson. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Review types of transportation with children. Display pictures of bicycles, 

boats, trains, walking, riding an animal, space shuttles ect. Ask children which 

ways of traveling were used long ago, and which are used today. Explore 

advantages and disadvantages of each type of transportation with children, and 

discuss changes that have occurred in these types of transportation over time.  

Add a covered wagon and a helicopter to the chart. Name each item with the 

children. Ask which was a way of travel, from the past, and which a way of 

travel now.   

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 5 test (assessment book pg 17-20) 

Students will learn how travel has changed over time by examining covered wagons, trains, cars, and 

helicopters.  

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Assessment: Benchmark Unit 5 Project utilizing score guide (American Flag) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have each child draw two different forms of transportation. Ask them to name 

the type of transportation that they have drawn. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have children take the pictures they drew and classify them into categories 

such as those that travel in air, water, or on the ground.  

Adaptations: G&T Have children compare and contrast various modes of transportation they drew. 

You may wish to gather the pictures and create a class book titled 

“Transportation”. 
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Learning Goal #7 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Through historical stories, students will understand the accomplishments of 

major scientists and inventors. 

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Create a class big book based on people who help children. (Teachers, dentists, 

doctors, police officers, firefighters, etc.) (writing) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Share with children pictures of airplanes over time. Include pictures of the first 

airplanes, like those worked on by the Wright Brothers, propeller passenger 

planes and modern jets. Discuss with children the types of changes in airplanes 

that have taken place over time. Explain that people have played an important 

role in the way airplanes and other things we use every day have changed.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display a picture of the Wright Brothers. Have students identify them. Point 

out the pictures of airplanes. Ask students to describe how the airplanes are 

alike and different. Explain that the Wright Brothers were inventors who lived 

long ago. Discuss with children that an inventor is someone who makes 

something new or changes something to make it better. The Wright Brothers 

made changes to the airplanes.  

Show pairs of pictures of other objects from long ago and today. Ask 

volunteers to describe how each pair is alike and different.  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Talkin’ About Bessie: The Story of Aviator Elizabeth Coleman by Nikki 

Grimes, illustrated by E.B. Lewis (Orchard Books/Scholastic Inc., ISBN 0-439-

35243-6, 2002)  

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 5 test (assessment book pg 17-20) 

Students will understand the role scientists and inventors have played in the United States.  

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Assessment: Benchmark Children will make individual United States flags. They will learn what our 

flag’s colors, stripes and stars stand for. 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have children tell what the Wright Brothers and Elizabeth Blackwell are best 

known for.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Invite volunteers to describe ways in which scientists and inventors can help 

us. 

Adaptations: G&T Have children explain ways in which scientists and inventors are alike and 

different.  
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Unit 6 

Learning Goal #1 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will explore ways in which individuals are alike and different and 

ways in which families are alike and different.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Share nonfiction picture books about families. (literature) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Distribute an index card to each child. Have children write their names on their 

cards. Ask them to draw a square and color it their favorite color.  

Help children use their index cards to create a pictograph that shows their 

favorite colors. Ask questions to help children note similarities and differences 

among classmates. Retain the graph for later use. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Direct attention to the pictograph students made. Remind them that this shows 

the class’ favorite colors. Practice using words like alike, different, and similar 

by asking questions to see which students are alike, different or similar. 

Tell children that just as they are alike and different from one another, families 

can also be alike and different. Have each child draw a picture of his or her 

family. Then have children refer to their pictures to respond to questions such 

as: Stand if your family had four people in it. Stand if you are the oldest child in 

your family. Stand if a grandparent lives with you.  Save the pictures for later 

use in the lesson.  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Families by Ann Morris (HarperCollins Juvenile Books, ISBN 0-688-17198-2, 

2000) 

All Kinds of Families by Norma Simon (Albert Whiteman & Co., ISBN 0-807-

50282-0, 1987)  

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Students will explore ways in which individuals and families are alike and different.   

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 6 test (assessment book pg 21-24) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 6 Project utilizing score guide (stick puppets) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have children take turns describing some of the families. Ask children to tell 

how the pictured families are alike and different. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have each child choose one family and describe it for the class without 

pointing to the picture. Have the other children identify the family being 

described.  

Adaptations: G&T Have children compare and contrast the families in the pictures. Then have 

each child tell which family is most like his or her own family and why. 
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Learning Goal #2 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Identify individuals who are important in children’s lives and give examples of 

how families cooperate and work together.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Chart basic routines that children do at home with their families. (math) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Assign a homework task in which children elicit the help of their family 

members. Instruct children to ask one or more of their family members to draw 

a picture of him or herself with the child. Have children bring the pictures into 

class. Help each child attach the pictures to a bulletin board entitled “Our 

Families”. Label and introduce the family members. Ask students if it was fun 

working with family members to complete their homework. Encourage 

children to share other ways in which their families work together to get a job 

done.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Ask children to share their morning routines-the things they do daily to get 

ready for school. (brushing teeth, getting dressed, breakfast, making their bed, 

brushing hair) Have children take turns dramatizing a daily routine they 

perform. Have other children guess the routine being acted out.  

Tell children that some daily routines are done with other family members. 

Say: Families often work or play together. When family members cooperate, 

they work together to get a job done.  Help children brainstorm daily routines 

where family members work or play together (cooking dinner, setting the table, 

eating, reading, playing a game) List their suggestions on the board or chart 

paper. Take a poll to see which job most children help with. 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Children will learn about some of the daily routines that make family life special.  
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Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 6 test (assessment book pg 21-24) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 6 Project utilizing score guide (stick puppets) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have children play “Which Picture?” by describing an action in one of the 

pictures and having other children guess the picture being described.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have a group of children plan and act out an activity that families partake in. 

Have their classmates name the activity being dramatized. 

Adaptations: G&T Have children name things that families do to make each day special. Ask 

children to think of things that a community can do to make a particular day 

special. 
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Learning Goal #3 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will be able to identify and compare similarities and differences in 

families in other places and their customs.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Create greeting cards for special occasions. (art) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Begin a discussion of family celebrations with children. Have children think of 

ways in which their families celebrate special days and events. If possible, 

prompt children by recalling celebrations you are aware of. 

Invite children to draw pictures to show celebrations they have had with their 

families. Have children share their pictures with the class. Then save them for 

later use in the lesson. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Ask students what the word “celebrate” means. Ask if children can name some 

special days that people celebrate. List their response on chart paper under the 

heading “Things People Celebrate”. As needed, lead children to name events 

such as birthdays, a wedding, sports victories, a new baby, Thanksgiving, ect.  

Read aloud and discuss each event under “Things People Celebrate”. Ask 

children to tell how different families might celebrate the event or do 

something special. 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

A Little House Birthday by Laura Ingalls Wilder (Harper/Trophy, ISBN 0-

06443-494-X, 1998) 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 6 test (assessment book pg 21-24) 

Students will explore the special days and events that families celebrate. They will learn how some families 

mark these days and events.  

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Assessment: Benchmark Unit 6 Project utilizing score guide (stick puppets) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have children use puppets to take turns describing family celebrations. Ask 

them to tell how the different family members might be feeling. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Call on volunteers to re-enact each scene in class pictures. Have them make up 

conversations for their reenactments.  

Adaptations: G&T Have children form groups to present puppet shows dramatizing ways in which 

different families might celebrate a new baby, a birthday, a graduation or a 

wedding. 
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Learning Goal #4 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will be able to describe everyday life in the present and in the past and 

begin to recognize that things change over time. 

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Interview family members about how they have changed. (drama) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display several pictures of old automobiles. Try to include several pictures 

from the early Model-T to modern or present day cars. Invite children to 

comment on the cars and how they are similar and different. Then help children 

arrange the cars in chronological order to create a pictorial time line. Date the 

time line for children and display it for the class.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Write the words “then” and “now” on the board. Read aloud the words for the 

children. Remind students that they have used these words to talk about the 

way people did things long ago and they way they do things today. Ask 

children which word can mean “long ago” and which word can mean “today”. 

Point out that the two words are opposites. Write the word “old” under the 

word “then” and read it aloud. Tell children that we use the word old to 

describe something from long ago. Ask children to think of a word with an 

opposite meaning to name something we use today. Write the word “new” 

under “today”. Repeat the procedure with the words “past” and “present”. 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 6 test (assessment book pg 21-24) 

Students will explore the past and the present to learn that things change over time.  

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Assessment: Benchmark Unit 6 Project utilizing score guide (stick puppets) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Randomly place the “Then” and “Now” pictures on a desk or tabletop. Have 

children pair the items and then identify the old-fashioned and the modern 

item. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have children pair up the “Then” and “Now” pictures. Ask them to compare 

and contrast them. 

Adaptations: G&T After pairing the “Then” and “Now” pictures, challenge students to draw a new 

set of pictures to add to the pile. 
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Learning Goal #5 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will be able to identify ways in which families, cultures and people 

are alike and different. They will be able to compare and identify family 

customs and traditions and explain their importance.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Identify traditions by reading Tortillas and Lullabies. (literature) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Begin a discussion of foods children like to eat. Ask children to draw pictures 

of foods that they particularly enjoy. Display the pictures in class. Then invite 

children to take turns naming the foods they drew and explaining why they like 

them. Encourage children to compare and contrast the different families’ 

favorite foods.  

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Remind children that families have special routines, or things they do together 

regularly. Have children recall family routines. Explain that families also share 

traditions, or special routines, which are followed year after year. These 

traditions are passed down from grandparent to parent to child. 

Tell children that one tradition a family might share is a special food. Invite 

children to name traditional foods that their families enjoy on Thanksgiving. 

Ask children if their families follow special recipes for making the foods.  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

Tortillas and Lullabies by Lynn Reiser, Corazones Valientes (Illustrator) 

(Greenwillow, ISBN 0-688-14629-5, 1998) 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 6 test (assessment book pg 21-24) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 6 Project utilizing score guide (stick puppets) 

Students will explore family customs and traditions by looking at special foods.  

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have the children name the foods they have drawn or cut out. 

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have children describe what they think the foods taste like. Ask them which of 

the pictured foods, their favorite is.  

Adaptations: G&T After reviewing the pictures, have children determine if their meal is balanced. 
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Learning Goal #6 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will be able to identify ways in which people, families and places are 

alike and different. They will be able to describe aspects of families. 

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Plan a family project where students make a list of chores for families to 

complete together. (writing) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Sing the following verse to the tune of “Here We Go “Round the Mulberry 

Bush” as you pantomime the action:  

This is the way we brush our teeth, brush our teeth, brush our teeth. This is the 

way we brush our teeth, before we go to bed. 

Have children take turns repeating the song, but substituting something else 

they do for “brush our teeth”. Encourage children to accompany their verses 

with a corresponding pantomime. Have the class repeat each new verse. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Tell children that everyone has chores, little jobs that he or she does to help at 

home. Call on volunteers to pantomime chores they perform at home. Then ask 

children if they can name chores that family members do together.  

Say the word “games”. Have children name some of the games they like to 

play. Lead children to see that people enjoy games because they are fun to play. 

Many games are also fun because they are played with someone else.  

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46) Video Field Trips, poems and songs, CD-Rom, www.sfsocialstudies.com 

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit Review/Unit 6 test (assessment book pg 21-24) 

Assessment: Benchmark Unit 6 Project utilizing score guide (stick puppets) 

Students will learn about some of the ways in which families have fun together.  

http://www.sfsocialstudies.com/
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Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have children examine the pictures and name the activities shown. Ask 

children to decide if the pictured family is having fun or not and to explain 

why.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have children sort the pictures of families having fun into categories. Children 

can sort the pictures by families playing together, working together, and 

learning together.  

Adaptations: G&T Have children look through the sorted pictures. Have them tell which pictures 

show families who are enjoying special traditions. Encourage children to cite 

examples other than families sharing special foods.  
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Learning Goal #7 (M1) 

 

Scale Description 

4.0 I know “can do” well enough to make connections that weren’t taught 

3.5 I know “can do” everything that was taught without making mistakes  

3.0 I know “can do” everything with some mistakes 

2.5 I know “can do” all the easy parts and some of the harder parts 

2.0 I know “can do” all the easy parts but I don’t know “can’t do” the harder parts 

1.5 With help I know “can do” some of what was taught 

1.0 I don’t know “can’t do” any of it 

Instructional Guidance 

Sequence (M43) & Type Lesson Target (deconstructed standards) 

 Students will be able to identify and compare ways in which people and family 

customs are alike and different.  

Scaffolding Connections  

Interdisciplinary 

Connections 

Sing about family activities. (music) 

Student Tasks (DQ 2-4) Have children suppose that a new family has moved into the neighborhood. 

Suggest to children that, to welcome the new family, they make a book to show 

different places to visit and things to do in the community. Brainstorm with 

children a list of places to visit. Then assign a place to each child to illustrate. 

After sharing the illustrations, bind the pages together to make a book entitled, 

“Places to Visit”. Place the book in the classroom library. 

Teacher Tasks (DQ 2-4) Display “Places to Visit” book that the children made. Page through the book, 

pausing for children to name and tell about the places they drew. As you share 

the book, ask questions to introduce the lesson vocabulary-shopping, picnic, 

camping, biking. You might ask, for example, “Is Bryant Park a good place 

for a picnic? Why? Do you think a family would want to go biking in Bryant 

Park? Why?”   

Tell children that many places families visit, such as parks or grocery stores, 

are close to home.  Other places are farther away. Families might take trips that 

last several days to visit these places. Ask children if they know the word for a 

long family trip. As needed, provide the word “vacation”. Call on volunteers to 

name places families might go on vacation. 

Print & Other Resources 

(M45) 

 

Technology Resources (M46)  

Common Mishaps (M42)  

Students will learn about the places that families like to visit and some of the different things they like to do 

in their free time.  
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Assessment: Baseline Ask teacher edition questions throughout lessons (Teach and Discuss) 

Assessment: Formative Unit 6 Test 

Assessment: Benchmark Children will make stick puppets and decorate the puppets to look like 

members of their families. Utilize score guide (stick puppets) 

Adaptations: SWD’s (M48) Have small groups take turns dramatizing the families in the pictures to show 

what the families might do and say in each place.  

Adaptations: ELL’s (M47) Have each child choose a picture and re-illustrate it, substituting his or her 

family for the pictured family. Then have children compare and contrast the 

pictures.  

Adaptations: G&T Have each child choose a lesson picture and draw a picture to continue the 

scene. Children might show what the family sees on the hiking trip, buys at the 

grocery store, catches while fishing, or does during a family visit.  

 

 

 

 


